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For me, food has always been associated with family. Everything from
purchasing the products, through preparing the meal, cooking and enjoying
it together. While cooking here has been a struggle due to my lack of oven I’ve
been able to adapt. For example, this thanksgiving friends and myself from
the dormitory where I’m living, enjoyed a Canadian, halal thanksgiving while
listen to Korean pop in Japan. Before starting my internship I would of never
considered the possibility of those events coinciding but I am extremely grateful that they did. Exposure to other cultures creates an awareness that could
never be achieved by staying within your norm and food can be the first step
in reaching out. In my two months here one question I have been continuously
asked is, ‘what’s Canadian Food?’ but to me, there’s no definite answer. Food is
dependent on culture and tradition and with food there is adaptability depending on the individual creating the dish.
A few weeks ago I had the opportunity to attend Aunty Eiko’s International Cuisine experience. While the class and the food were amazing, the
environment she created is what stood out to me. Attending the class were
individuals from Pakistan, Indonesia, Brazil, Germany, Egypt, Madagascar and
Iran to name a few. To me, the diversity of individuals taking part in the class
is what added to the uniqueness of the experience. What was amazing about
this event was that a desire to learn about Japanese cuisine brought different
cultures together. One of the things I love about Japan is how one commonality
visibly brings different cultures together.

In preparing the food, I was fascinated by the adaptations that were
considered because of religion and dietary preferences. For the meat used, pork
was omitted and everything else was Halal which differentiates the manner
in which the animals are killed. In one of the deserts agar-agar was used as a
gelatine substitute as it’s plant based. While adaptability was present with the
ingredients it was also seen as a source of convenience. While shown how to
make tempura, and easy alternative presented was an instant mix powder. When
rolling the sushi, it was understood that not everyone would have a mat, and
there for cling wrap was seen as the alternative
These little fish are ‘dried whitebait’ which to my understanding can
either be baby anchovies, herring or sardines. While high on calcium and in this
case enjoyed on a gyoza still pizza, it was not my favourite addition which may
have been due to its little blue eyes staring at me.

The package contains daikon which is a Japanese Radish. While I have observed the fresh product to be averaged at
a foot and a half in length and usually costing around 100-200
yen, the prepared dried product was used in the soup. When
asked why, the answer given was simply that it was convenient. With the dried product, you can store it, and is allows
for the ability to have a meal prepared with little effort.

Here we are preparing Onigiri which is a
Japanese rice ball often covered in seaweed. First
we had to put the rice on a sheet of cling wrap and
compress it tightly until it held a ball form. After the
rice was formed, you placed a sheet of seaweed on
top and compressed it once again in the cling wrap.
While this snack is simple, it can become more
complex depending on what you decide to add to it.
A popular choice is often salmon and this is done by
adding it to the bed of rice before compressing it.

The unknown dish. similar to sushi
if it were not wrapped and made

Indonesian chocolate jelly and
Chicken Shomai with scallops pound cake
with eggs

Daikon mushroom soup with fish
bouillon

With the meals we learned to prepared, adaptability in the recipes was a necessity for convenience. After a long day of work there isn’t a great desire to prepare a meal
and that’s where dried products are appreciated. Onigiri also being a meal of convenience is very popular in convenience store. While pre-prepared, the substitutions
in meal preparation aren’t taking away for the quality but better suits everyday schedules.

Soba noodle sushi with shrimp tem- Sweet and sour chicken with vegeta- Pudding with chestnuts
pura
bles

Gyoza pizza with ketchup, spring
onion, sardines, and cheese

